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Abstract 
In the age of communication, writing can be regarded as one of the main issues in the world of EFL. Having reviewed 
the literature, a large number of techniques and strategies have been used by writing teachers worldwide. However, 
one cannot find a comprehensive framework for effective writing teachers. Therefore, this study explores the qualities 
of two effective English as a Foreign Language (EFL) writing teachers, based on classroom observation, video-
taping, journal writing, and interviewing. The classrooms of two Iranian EFL writing teachers were observed and 
videotaped for 45 hours. Finally, this study provides readers with a comprehensive EFL writing framework. 
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English as a Second/Foreign Language (ESL/EFL) writing is one the most critical issues, which has 
been investigated by many specialists, in the field of Foreign Language Teaching. Regarding the 
second-language literacy is a time-
career and beyond. Furthermore, most second language writers are still in the process of acquiring 
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syntactic and lexical competence,  also believes that 
having little knowledge about the rules of grammar can cause ESL/EFL learners to ignore errors whilst 
writing in a second or foreign language. In other words, self-correction and peer-correction cannot be 
applied to all EFL/ESL writing classes. Understanding the main components of writing, that is topic 
sentences, thesis statements, blueprints, supporting sentences, conclusions, and clinchers, needs a great 
deal of time for second language learners to be fully learnt and acquired. Different cognitive and 
40 years, the world of EFL/ESL writing has witnessed dramatic changes in the use of different methods 
and strategies for teaching writing. Considering recent methodologies in EFL/ESL writing classes, the use 
of technology for teaching writing is another important circle that is lost in the age of the Internet and 
different communication tools, such as Facebook, Twitter, and Wikis, to name a few. Accordingly, the 
use of a genre based approach in teaching writing, and different technologies in writing classes has been 
mentioned in a number of research studies, including Casanave (2004), Deng (2007), Harmer (2007), 
Hyland (2003), and Leki (2003). Knowing different methodologies and techniques for teaching writing is 
important to be acquired by an effective writing teacher, in EFL/ESL contexts. In other words, an 
effective teacher should have enough knowledge about the historical orientations of EFL/ESL writing. 
Considering the needs analysis, an effective teacher should make a decision about the proper 
methodology and technique to be used in an EFL/ESL classroom. There are a number of critical 
characteristics needed to be a good and effective EFL/ ESL teacher. These include 
Mozaheb, 2011, p. 345). Regarding these characteristics, the researchers of this study intend to identify 
the main features of effective EFL writing teachers.  
There are a large number of studies on the effective ways of writing. However, in the literature, the 
role of the teachers themselves has been ignored. This study aims to answer two questions such as 1) the 
main characteristics of effective EFL writing teachers and the tools and facilities they use in their 
classrooms for teaching writing in the age of technology. Considering the importance of the classroom for 
foreign language learning, van Lier (1998, 
second language acquisition theorizing ignores the L2 classroom as a relevant source of data and as a 
hould 
use qualitative and quantitative methods in data collection to boost the reliability and validity of their 
findings. He further adds that triangulation and mixed methods are important features of research studies 
in the 21th century, but ESL researchers still tend to use either qualitative or quantitative methods. 
notable that qualitative research studies are interpretive in nature. As Mackey and Gass (2005, p. 2) posit, 
-up as experiments; data cannot be easily quantifiable and analysis is 
effective ESL/EFL teachers by utilizing observation, video-taping, journal writing, and interviews. 
 
2. The Current Study 
 
This study uses observational and interview techniques to pave the way for ESL/EFL researchers to 
identify the main characteristics of effective EFL writing teachers, and the main technologies that are 
used by them, during the process of teaching EFL writing. Berliner (1984) and Blum (1984) proposed that 
effective teaching in an EFL setting is a familiar topic that needs to be investigated by researchers of the 
field. There are a number of criteria for selecting effective writing teachers, including reports from 
students, faculty members, and supervisors. In this study, the researchers set their own criteria for 
concentrating on the classes of two EFL writing teachers, with the same syllabus, and using the same 
classroom situation for 14 sessions. 
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1. Each teacher was selected as the best writing teacher of the university in different years, which are 
2009, 2010, and 2011. 
2. After interviewing the students, approximately 86% considered the classes by these two teachers as 
the best classes of the university. 
3. Dean of the faculty and their colleagues all had positive attitudes towards their classes. 
4. They had a long experience in teaching writing, both inside and outside the country.  
5. After covering the EFL writing course with these two teachers, some of the students published 
scholarly articles in national and international journals, which can be considered as a great achievement. 
 
3. Methodology  
 
Two EFL writing teachers were observed for 14 sessions. The data gathered from these observations 
consisted of journal writings, videotaped data, and interviews. The main aim of these observations was to 
understand the main reasons for considering these writing teachers as being successful in their field. 
Furthermore, the methodologies and techniques used in the classroom were also sought. The teachers of 
the present study had Ph.D. in TEFL from two universities in Iran and Malaysia. They had a long 
experience in teaching writing to undergraduate students majoring English and translation. Their classes 
were held two sessions a week, each for about two hours. The Writing Technology Laboratory, 
established by the English Language Department of the university, is a well-equipped laboratory that is 
used to assist EFL students to achieve better results from writing classes. The workstations used in the lab 
are Pentium based and all systems have Internet access. Regarding writing, several software packages are 
installed on the systems, including Microsoft Word, PowerPoint makers, and some corpus software. The 
main goals and objectives of the writing course were prescribed by the Ministry of Science, Research and 
Technology. After interviewing, the teachers stressed their main expectations from the writing course 
through several questions and statements. During the interview sessions, the teachers made a list about 
their aims and purposes in the writing courses, which are as follows: 
1. EFL/ESL practitioners should find some routes for the engagement of their students in the process 
of learning; especially when writing in a second language. 
2. Technology would be a key answer to the above point. 
3. Why should we use 20th century learning tools, in the year 2012? 
4. Recent developments in 2012 should be introduced into the classroom for students. 
5. EFL/ESL practitioners should find some ways for integrating the newest technology into their 
teaching. 
6. Teachers should search for appropriate tools to use in their classes. 
7. Teachers should consult with their colleagues about the use of technology in their classrooms. 
8. Teachers should evaluate their classes and do their best to apply any received feedback from 
students or colleagues, whilst using technology in EFL/ESL contexts. 
9.  What is the role of technology in assessment? 
10.  What is the role of technology in the personal lives of the students? 
 
These two teachers had the same syllabus for teaching writing. They had their own viewpoints about 
writing and did not use the prescribed syllabus mentioned above. Parts of their syllabus were as follows. 
In the Advanced Writing Course, you will learn how to write different types of essays and how to 
paraphrase, proofread, and expand your writing knowledge. In this course, you will learn how to write in 
APA and MLA styles. Additionally, you will learn about the use of modern technologies in writing. For 
the term project, students should find a relevant topic on EFL/ESL writing, and try to write an article 
about that topic. In the article, students can introduce a technique for writing or they can have other 
related topics. 
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After each session, students are required to email their assignment to the lecturer. Please email all 
assignments to [email address intentionally omitted]. Send your assignments up to 12 hours before the 
commencement of each session; no late messages will be entertained. Your participation grade bears two 
marks and you will be evaluated based on your overall performance in class. The main book of the course 
was Practical Writer with Readings by Edward P. Bailey and Philip A. Powell (2007). Due to the interest 
of the students, the teachers used several other related topics during the course. All computer systems 
were equipped with the Oxford Collocations Dictionary for Students of English (2006) and students also 
bought the Macmillan Collocations Dictionary (2010). Finally, use of the Internet for proofreading and 
finding the natural equivalents of words or phrases cannot be ignored. 
 
4. Observations of Lessons 
 
important points will be elaborated upon in this section. During the first session, the teachers asked the 
students about their acquaintance with computers and technology. All of them had a PC at home, with 
access to the Internet. Then, the teachers told the students about the difference between formal and 
informal writing. Here is a portion of that transcription: 
 
T: Have you ever written a formal letter? 
S1: What do mean by formal? 
  
writing is academic writing. 
T: Have you ever used these abbreviations in your writings? 
(The teacher writes them on the board) 
AFAIK: As Far As I Know; BFN: Bye For Now; BTW: By The Way; COB: Close Of Business; IOW:  
In Other Words; OTOH: On The Other Hand. 
S1: Yes, when we send sms, or when we send p.m., or email. 
S2: I often write tata for now, instead of writing goodbye. 
S3: I also use some other abbreviations, such as Tnx instead of thank you or U instead of you. 
T: These are all instances of informal English. You are not allowed to use them in your formal writing. 
T: Can you name different types of writing? 
 
 
T: Good. We have some other types, such as case studies, essays, lab reports, journals, literature  
reviews, scripts, and arguments. 
 
During the third session, teachers reviewed some of the main points about a five paragraph essay (e.g., 
what is a topic sentence?, what is a motivator?, what is the role of clincher in concluding paragraph?). For 
about three sessions, the teachers worked on different aspects of the five paragraph essays and discussed 
their related issues. Meanwhile, students were to find different examples from the Internet and write 
different parts of the paragraphs on their own. They wrote (using MS Word) different motivators, 
followed by central paragraphs. After completing each section, the teachers asked them to proofread their 
writings using one of the above mentioned free proofreading tools. The use of technology can best be 
seen in the following section. 
 
S: I understood your points about different sections and subsections of the five paragraph essay. I did  
not understand the notion of clincher. Can you please tell us more? 
T: Yes, let me tell you through an example. What was the topic of our writing? 
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S: Smoking. 
T: We reworded the thesis statement. Yes? Now, we should complete our essay using an expression,  
like The End, at the end of movies. 
T: Today is too late, quit smoking! 
 
result. 
S: I found a good definition from this site: 
http://www.pkwy.k12.mo.us/homepage/kmabie/File/5ParEssayPlanSheet.pdf 
(Five Paragraph Essay Plan Sheet, 2012, p.5) 
 
ic 
sentence  they make a generalization, and they explain the importance of the opinions you have 
 
 
T: Good. Now all of you try to write a good clincher for your topics. 
T: As I said earlier, there are some stages for a good writer to be bear in mind. 
Planning / Prewriting / Organizing / Drafting / Revising / Editing /Proofreading 
Remember to re-read your paper after modification and note that new corrections can create new  
mistakes. 
 
During the eighth session, the teachers introduced plagiarism and different styles of writing to  
students through some websites that could be useful and informative. During the ninth session, the 
teachers involved in this study worked on modeled writing, in which the role of the teacher is colorful. 
The teachers write on the board and discuss the required vocabularies for good sample writing. The 
teachers should think loudly about different strategies in writing. In modeled writing, students can think 
about the topics, and the organization of the texts, drafting, etc. 
 
The teacher stands in front of the class and turns on the video projector. There are some slides on the 
board for the students to think about, such as travel to the holy city of Mecca (pilgrimage) and new 
technologies (i.e., i-phone, i-pad, etc.). 
T: Reza, what is your idea? What is your favorite topic? 
Reza: I really love pilgrimage. Last year, we went to Mecca. That was really a great journey. 
Ahmad: Yes, there were about 20 students from this university. 
Mahmood: I think this can be a good topic. 
T: Do you agree with your friends? 
Class: Yes, good. 
 
Now, the teacher gets the students to ask some questions related to the topic. 
 
S1: Where is the holy city of Mecca? 
S2: How much time does it take to go there? 
S3: Why is this city important for Muslims? 
S4: What are some of the historical places of the city? 
S5: Can you tell us some of the Islamic vocabularies that are imbedded in English? 
Now, the teacher uses his computer to write different sentences about the holy city of Mecca. As he  
writes, he reads the sentences loudly. 
The teacher writes these sentences on his computer and the students see the whole process through a  
LED TV. 
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(The original text was extracted from Renard (2012, p. 4)) 
Muhammad (S) and the religion he founded. Located in the Sirat Mountains of central Saudi Arabia and 
45 miles inland from the Red Sea port of Jidda (Jeddah), ancient Mecca was an oasis on the old caravan 
trade route that linked the Mediterranean world with South Arabia, East Africa, and South Asia. By 
Roman and Byzantine times it had developed into an important trade and religious center, and was known 
as Macoraba. The sacred land in which Mecca and Medina are located, known as the Hijaz, is the western 
region of the Arabian peninsula, a narrow tract of land about 875 miles long east of the Red Sea with the 
Tropic of Cancer running through its center. The land is called Hijaz, meaning barrier, because its 
backbone, the Sarat Mountains consist of volcanic peaks and natural depressions creating a stark and 
rugged environment dominated by intense sunlight and little rain fall. The city of Mecca achieved its 
major religious significance following the birth and life of the Prophet Muhammed (S) / (570-632AD). In 
630 Muhammad (S) took control of Mecca and destroyed the 360 pagan idols, with the notable exception 
of the statues of Mary and Jesus. The idol of Hubal, the largest in Mecca, was a giant stone situated atop 
 Once a believer has made 
the pilgrimage to Mecca men may add the title al-Hajji to their name, hajjiyah for females. In different 
Islamic countries returning pilgrims will use a variety of signs to indicate they have made the Hajj; these 
 means of transportation to the shrine) upon the 
walls of their homes, painting the entrance doorway of the house bright green, and wearing hats or 
scarves of green color. A so-called Minor Pilgrimage, known as the Umra, contains some but not all of 
the ri  Subsequently the teacher asks some 
questions about the text. 
T: Did I use the correct form of the verb here? Go and find new words. I mean, find new words within 
the same context. For instance, 
meaning through context. After understanding the reality of the issue, the teacher tells the students that it 
is now their turn to write. They start writing at their computers and the tea
activities and answers their questions. The teacher checks his email, comments on writings, and sends 
them back to students. 
 
5. Data analysis and results 
 
The main purpose of observing the writing classes of these teachers was to understand why they are 
acknowledged as being successful writing teachers. Having reviewed the videotaped materials, the 
researcher extracted the following principles as the main features of effective EFL writing teachers. 
 
1. Teachers should be expert in writing. They need to be aware of multifarious methodologies in 
language teaching and adopt diverse techniques for teaching L2 writing. Teachers should have enough 
knowledge of these fields and be able to apply in their classes the results of recent research studies on 
writing from a number of journals. 
 
2. Teachers should dedicate enough time to writing sessions. Sustained writing is a significant feature 
of writing classes in L2 settings. Students should use recent technologies and MS Word for their writing. 
They should check their text using proofreading URLs, before sending it back to their teacher. 
Afterwards, they should email their files to their teachers and receive detailed comments on their writings. 
 
3. Using authentic texts in writing classes can increase learning efficiency. Effective EFL writing 
teachers use real-word examples in their classes. They give enough information to their students 
regarding the different types of writing and the different techniques that can be used in this regard. 
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Students should learn to paraphrase, edit, and proofread their own writings. For instance, in one session, 
teachers spoke about letter writing and email English. They asked students to write a formal letter (email) 
to a company with regards to recent catalogues and price lists. 
 
4. Teach students to use outlines before writing. Another critical issue is the use of outlines for writing. 
For instance, organizing main ideas, structuring text, and revising texts, are all critical issues in this 
regard. Using an outline can increase the self-confidence of students in writing classes. Based on the 
interview results, when they use an outline, everything is clear. In other words, they know both the 
beginning and ending paragraphs. They had no problem regarding different blueprints. 
 
5. Expert writers are critical thinkers. Effective teachers ask students to be critical thinkers whilst 
writing. They should be able to summarize, paraphrase, or refute different statements. Expert teachers are 
able to use critical thinking as a technique for broadening the outlook of students whilst writing. 
 
6. Effective teachers teach their students to be strategic writers. Students should use different 
strategies for writing, such as brainstorming and semantic webbing (Graham & Harris, 2005; Harris, 
Graham, Mason, & Freidlander, 2008). 
 
7. The digital writing lab is a good place for teaching writing. As shown in the present study, the use 
(by accessing the Internet) and use various proofreading and editing modules to improve written 
performance. The digital lab can play a pivotal role in extending hands-on experiences of students in 
writing. 
 
8. The use of a mixed method approach for teaching writing is another characteristic of effective 
teachers. Good writing teachers are able to handle the rate of learning, by using different methodologies. 
They can integrate different techniques and strategies, whilst teaching writing. Due to the needs of the 
class, they can use the right technique for the right students. 
 
9. There are three key points for effective EFL writing teachers; as mentioned by Martin (2012, p. 7) 
 Helping students get rid of negative attitudes towards writing through the free writing process. 
 Giving students feasible writing assignments, complete with specific instructions. 
 Giving specific feedback and correction in writing conferences, or in written form. 
 
10. The patience of the teacher is another important feature. Effective writing teachers are patient. 
They spend ample time with each student to master the skill and spend a great deal of evaluating written 
assignments of each trainee and give her/him fruitful feedback. In other words, effective teachers dedicate 
substantial portion of their time  
 
6. Discussion and Conclusion 
 
As mentioned earlier, the application of modern technology in EFL writing classes has been 
emphasized by a number of studies (e.g., Frase et al., 1985; Bernhardt et al., 1989; Lam and Pennington, 
1995; Owston&Wideman, 1997; Li & Cumming, 2001; Li, 2005; San, 2007; Darus, Ismail,& Ismail, 
2008; Hafner, 2010; Kuhi&Behnam, 2011; Maxwell-Reid, 2011; McCutchen, 2011; Suzuki, 2011; and 
Van Hout, 2011). 
teachers, this list does appear to be open-ended. Future studies, should investigate such neglected 
characteristics of effective EFL teachers .This study was qualitative in nature. Considering the importance 
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of both qualitative and quantitative research, Strauss and Corbin (1998, p. 34) pointed out that 
nature of this study, and the instruments used by the researcher i.e., videotaping, journal writing, and 
observations, the qualitative method of research was chosen for the purpose of data gathering. In order to 
have a more comprehensive understanding regarding the effective teaching of writing, there should be 
more research studies that emphasize on the methodologies and strategies used by different teachers. As 
mentioned earlier, the researchers of this study were very cautious about selecting two effective writing 
teachers. However, we could have had many more teachers and observed their classes to identify their 
strategies and techniques for teaching writing in L2 settings. Another interesting line of research would be 
the attitudes and viewpoints of teachers and students, in using technological tools and modes in teaching 
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